The carousel and order picking lifts evolved from standard units to specialized units designed for order picking operations. Their chief features include handrail and gate configurations on three (3) sides and in some instances they have modified platform outlines. The units below are the most common configurations ordered, but custom layouts are not unusual.

**SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- These units are equipped with the patented “Platform Centering Devices”, which doubles or triples lift life.
- All of the controllers are Underwriter Laboratory listed assemblies.
- These units are equipped with remote power units mounted on mild steel reservoirs.
- These units are fully primed and finished with a baked enamel finish.
- All pressure hoses are double wire braid with JIC fittings.
- These units conform to all applicable ANSI codes.

**Capacity:** 2,000 lbs.

- **Min. Platform Size:** 48 x 96 in.
- **Max. Platform Size:** 96 x 144 in.
- **Travel:** 60 in.
- **Lowered Height:** 10 in.
- **Raised Height:** 70 in.
- **Approx. Speed Up:** 15 sec.
- **External Motor:** 5 HP
- **Shipping Weight:** 2,100 lbs.

**2,000 lb. Capacity - 60” in. Travel**

**CLICK HERE FOR:** Optional Accessories

A = No less than 48”, B = 96”-144” or 102”-168”, A + C = No greater than 96”, C = No greater than A/4